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1.  INTRODUCTION

The availability of real-time mesoscale data,

including surface observations, wind profilers and

upper-air so undings, co upled with m esoscale

numerical model output has enabled operational

meteorologists to test hypotheses presented in recent

studies regarding forecasts of severe we ather threats.

These stud ies have sugg ested that succ essful analysis

of the near-stor m environm ent, specifically with

respect to lower tropospheric thermodynamics and

kinematic p rofiles, can pro vide significant sk ill in

discriminating among severe weather threats. The

week of May 4-10th 2003 brought an extraordinary

frequency and intensity of severe weather to the

Missouri Ozarks and Southeast Kansas, including

very large hail, damaging winds, and strong

tornado es. While e xpected th reats include d strong to

violent tornadoes on three separate days during the

period, such an event occurred only on May 4 2003.

This paper will use several techniques developed by

previous authors to re-evaluate anticipated severe

weather threats during the May 2003 outbreak week

over the Ozarks region.

2.  TORNADO INGREDIENTS

     Paul Markowski and collaborator Erik Rasmussen

have hypothesized that there are three primary

ingredients ne cessary for tor nado form ation:  a

persistent, rotating updraft;  enhanced storm-relative

helicity;  and the development of a relatively warm

and moist rear-flank downdraft (RFD). 

  It is the development of an RFD with the special

characteristics of being relatively warm and moist that

is the most rece nt finding from V ORT EX, and  will 

receive the most discussion here.
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 2.1  Development of a Pe rsistent, Rotating Updraft

     It has generally been accepted for a number of years

that the generation of a rotating updraft is the result of

vertically tilting and stretching  pre-existing horizontal

vorticity tubes created by vertical wind shear.

     If sufficient buoyancy is present in the boundary layer

to support deep convection, the development and

persistence of a rotating updraft can be tied to several

features.  One such feature is the presence of large low-

level ambient relative humidity to help prevent the rear

flank gust front from advancing too far downstream from

the updraft.  T he proxim ity of the RFD  to the updra ft

prevents buoyant air in the inflow region from being

severed. In addition to its role in the formation of vertical

vorticity tubes, deep layer shear acts to mitigate the

effects of updraft suppression from precipitation loading.

Strong storm-relative winds act to advect the

precipitatio n core ou t and away fro m the upd raft.

2.2  Enhanced Boundary Layer Storm-Relative

Helicity

     Only in rare cases, such as May 4 2003, is the meso-

alpha scale storm-relative helicity (SRH) so large that

locally enhan ced SR H is not nee ded to ge nerate

significant tornadoes.   Large outbreaks, where many

supercells produce significant tornadoes, typically have

background SRH at or above 300 m2s-2 over the entire

warm sector.  It is not clear how much SRH is required

for a supercell to become tornadic, in most cases

however, to rnadic sup ercells occu r where SR H tends to

be locally enh anced.  

     SRH is high ly variable bo th spatially and tem porally

(Markowski et al., 1998a).  Local enhancement of SRH

can result from mesoscale boundaries such as warm

fronts, convective outflow bound aries, anvil shadows,

and the forward flank downdraft (FFD);  acceleration of

inflow parcels;  and variations of vertical shear

paramete rs due to sm all wind pertu rbations (wig gles in

the hodograph) (Markowski et al., 1998b).  Of these,

only mesos cale boun daries occ ur on the op erationally

observable scale.  In VORTEX , two thirds of significant

tornado es occurre d within 20 k m of conven tionally

detected boundaries using platforms such as surface

observations, satellite imagery, and WSR-88D imagery



(Markowski et al., 1998c).  This suggests that the

operational forecaster can infer the existence of

enhanced SRH near conventionally detected

mesosca le bound aries. 

 

2.3  Develop ment of a R elatively Wa rm and M oist

RFD

     Operationally, radar identified hook echoes and

velocity structures on WSR-88D and Dual Doppler

analyses have provided little observational assistance

in discriminating  tornadic fro m non-torn adic

supercells. In fact, VORTEX  mobile mesonet

observatio ns indicate that m ost mesoc yclones actua lly

exist all the way to the ground regardless of whether

or not a tornado form s.

     On a more encouraging note, recent research and

simulations ha ve shown tha t tornadoe s are largely

comprised of air parcels that have passed through the

RFD. Results from V ORTE X did show that mo st

significant tornadoes had relatively warm an d moist

RFDs, while non-tornadic storms had RFDs that were

relatively cold (low 2v) as measure d by the mo bile

mesonet.  This relationship was shown to only have a

.2% chance of occurring randomly.  Therefore, it can

be reasonably concluded that tornadogenesis and

longevity req uires an RF D that is relatively b uoyant.  

    It is important to note that no differences were

found between tornadic and weakly tornadic (F0-F1

lasting less than 5 minutes) supercells even with a

dense mobile mesonet.  It appears that even though

these weak tornadoes account for 68% of all reported

tornadoes (Grazulis, 1993), their detection is not

possible usin g current tech nology.  Fo rtunately, only

1% of all tornado deaths are caused by weak

tornado es (F0-F1 ). 

     While mesonets dense enough to measure 2v in
RFDs d o no exist op erationally, RF D buoya ncy might 

be at least pa rtially inferred based on conventional

observatio ns of surface-b ased dew point dep ressions. 

Observed dewpoint depressions in the storm inflow

region dur ing VOR TEX  showed a  statistically

significant relationship to mobile mesonet measured

2v in RFDs.  As dewpoint depressions in the inflow

increased, RFD 2v tended to d ecrease, an d this

seemed to be associated with a decreased likelihood

for tornado genesis.  Of course, in areas where mean

bounda ry layer conve ctive inhibition (M LCIN)  is

large and d ewpoint d epressions  are low (on  the cold

side of a boundary) sustained, surface-based upright

convection and in turn tornadoes are very unlikely.  It

appears then that the dewpoint depression in the

inflow seems to hold some promise for determining

the buoyancy of the RFD in a probab ilistic sense.  

     It is important to stress that the simultaneous

occurrence of all 3 ingredients;  a persistent, rotating

updraft;  enhanced storm-relative helicity;  and a

relatively warm  and moist R FD is a very r are event. E rik

Rasmussen has referred to tornadoes in many cases as

"mesoscale accidents", and Paul Markowski has stated

that it is not possible to forecast significant tornadoes

deterministically. (Verbal Communication).  Rotating

updrafts can be observed, but enhanced SRH and

buoyancy of the RFD can only be partially inferred

through observations of mesoscale boundaries and

dewpoint depre ssions.

3.  AWIPS APPLICATIONS

     The Advanced W eather Interactive Processing

System (AWIPS) provides ope rational NWS forecasters

with an integrated display system to concurrently analyze

meteoro logical data in cluding num erical mod el output,

WSR-88D data, satellite imagery, and observations of

the near-storm environment.  Using these tools, the

forecaster can examine the likelihood of occurrence of

the 3 tornado ingredients, then in turn establish a

qualitative probability of significant tornadoes.

3.1  Forecast and Detection of a Persistent, Rotating

Updraft

     Convective available potential energy  (CAPE)

averaged  over the low est 100m b (mean la yer) is

commonly used operationally as a measure of boundary

layer instability.  MLCAPE, along with the strength of

the convective cloud layer wind  shear, are tools a

forecaster can use to estimate the potential intensity of

convective updrafts.  Numerical model forecasts of

MLCAP E are available on AWIPS every 3 hours for the

Eta Model out to 60 hours, and every hour for the RUC2

Model out to 12 hours. MLCAPE can also be calculated

from observed a nd modified rawinson de soundings.

     Observations of CAPE on a regional scale based on

GOES satellite soundings in cloud-free areas are

available.  On the state scale, the Local Analysis and

Prediction System (LAPS) from the Forecast Systems

Labora tory gives hou rly graphics o f CAPE  and CIN . 

The LAPS products are based on satellite data, ground-

based observations, profilers, WSR-88D data, and

numerical model initialized fields.

     Deep layer vertical wind shear > 35 knots within the

convective  cloud de pth is often used  to discrimina te

supercells from other convective modes. It has been

noted in sev eral recent stud ies that the discre te supercell

environment is maximized when the deep layer shear

vector is at an a ngle around  45 degre es with respec t to

the forcing mechanism.  Deep layer shear calculations

are readily av ailable to N WS fo recasters from  the Eta

and RUC 2 models, as well as through so undings,



profilers and 88D  VAD wind  profiles.

     Forecasts o f storm-relative he licity are comm only

used by operational forecasters to determine the

potential for p ersistent low-leve l rotation in

convective updrafts.  The Eta Model yields graphics

on AW IPS of 0-3  km storm-re lative helicity every 3

hours out to 60 hours..  The helicity is calculated

based o n the Bunk ers method  (Bunker s et al. 2000 ). 

It is important to emphasize that this should be

viewed as a  backgro und value.  A s stated befo re, it is

rare that SRH will be sufficient (>300 m2s -2) over a

wide area to  generate sign ificant tornado es.  Usually

some type o f local enhanc ement of SR H is neede d.    

     Observed background SRH is available hourly on

AWIPS via LA PS, however LAPS predicted storm

motion is typically 20 degrees or more to the left of

storm mo tion calculated  by the Bun kers metho d. 

This commonly leads to an underestimation of LAPS

SRH a s compa red to SR H prod uced by the  ETA .     

    

3.2  Inferring Enhanced SRH 

      As stated in section 2.2, enhanced SRH can be

inferred from obse rvations of m esoscale b oundarie s. 

Outflow bo undaries ca n often be d etected as thin

lines on the W SR-88D  0.5 degre e reflectivity

produc t;  cumulus lines o n visible satellite ima gery; 

and surface temperature, dewpoint, and wind

discontinuities on LAPS graphics.  Spin-down time

for enhanc ed SRH  on  an outflow -induced b aroclinic

boundary will vary according to stability, but for

typical boundary layer atmosp heric viscosities,

enhanced SRH can exist for several hours after the

thermal grad ient has dissipa ted. 

  

3.3  Inferring the Presence of a Relatively Warm

and Moist RFD    

     VORTE X results have shown that the relative

buoyancy of the RFD is an important ingredient for

the genesis of significant tornadoes.  Data from the

VORT EX mobile mesonet was used to establish a

statistically significant relationship between RFD 2v

and conventionally measured surface dewpoint

depressions.  It follows that conventional

observations of dewpoint depression might allow the

operational forecaster to infer RFD buoyancy and that

forecasts of RFD  buoyancy might be inferred

through numerical model predictions of dewpoint

depressio n.  AWI PS allows  one to disp lay forecasts

of surface dewpoint dep ression every 3 hours.

     Hourly ob servations o f dewpoin t depressio n in

AWIPS are available through the MAPS Surface

Analysis System  (MSA S).  The M SAS ana lysis

combine s the previou s analysis as a first gues s with

current surface observations including ASOS, any

mesonets (through LDAD, a local ingest into AWIPS),

and profilers.  In data sparse areas, the Eta Model

forecast dewpoint dep ression is used as a first guess.

      Unfortunately, the inference of a low LCL height as

related by surface dewpoint depressions is not

necessarily indicative of low LFC heights (Davies 2004).

In addition to noting observed and forecast mean

boundary layer convective inhibition (MLCIN), recent

studies (Da vies 2002 ) have show n that 0-3km  (low level)

CAPE > 15 0 J/kg can be integrated with the above

inferences to determine the potential buoyancy of RFD

parcels.

4.  CASE STUDIES

4.1 May 4, 2003

    May 4 th was largely predicted to be a major tornado

outbreak several days in advance, and the re-analysis of

this case certain ly justifies that belief in eve ry capacity.

The syno ptic setup wa s characteriz ed by an un seasonab ly

strong Plains cyclone situated underneath a deep

negative tilt trough and an unusually strong upper jet

streak. The airmass over the Missouri Ozarks during the

morning on May 4th was very moist and well within the

cold sector, with elevated precipitation, drizzle and fog

occurring. A  strong warm  front mixed slo wly

northeastward during the day, allowing a very warm and

humid maritime tropical airmass with strong surface

heating to spread northeast while a non-capping elevated

mixed layer advected  east from the High Plains.

Explosive thunderstorm development occurred during

the afternoon hours along a pre-frontal surface trough

that developed just ahead of the dryline. The background

storm relative  helicity on M ay 4 th is shown to be more

than sufficient on the meso-beta scale for significant

tornado potential, even though several boundaries were

present as well. Instability and shear parameters are  also

shown to be mo re than ample for discrete supe rcells.

   Table 1 is a subjective analysis of the KSGF 18Z

sounding, with surface thermodynamics and kinematics

modified for the warm sector airmass that was

developing over w estern Missouri and so utheast Kansas.

It is important to note that our objective to keep the re-

analysis as a fore cast, so only d ata available  prior to

convection are being used. Note that the effective cloud

layer shear is used instead of the more typical 0-6km

shear to assess the overall shear within the depth of the

convective cloud layer (Thompson 2004b).

    All three ingredients for significant tornadoes were

clearly present over the Missouri Ozarks during the

afternoon a nd early eve ning of M ay 4 th, with persistent,

rotating updrafts aided by strong boundary layer based 

instability and prolific deep layer shear profiles. Low



dewpoint depressions, low LFC heights and a

pronou nced de gree of low le vel CAP E all aided  in

keeping the  RFD p ositively buoya nt, while

background low level shear profiles were more than

sufficient for strong to violent tornadoes. Several

significant tornadoes occurred across the NWS

Springfield fo recast area, p roducing  a historic swath

of devastation and mo netary losses.

Table 1 - KSGF Modified Sounding 05/04/2003 18Z

100mb MLCAPE 3200 J/kg

100mb M LCIN < 10 J/kg

BL-3km CAPE 210 J/kg

Dewpoint Depressions 4-8F

LCL Height 2400 ft.

LFC Height 2400 ft.

0-1km SRH 340 m2s-2

0-3km SRH 450 m2s-2

Effective Shear 255 de grees @  108 kts

Result: Long-tracked F3-F4 tornadoes, very large

hail up to baseball size and d amaging wind gusts >

80 knots.

4.2 May 6, 2003

    The overall synoptic pattern had changed little by

May 6 th and with another unseasonably strong upper

level  trough and surface front approaching, a second

significant severe weather outbreak, including strong

tornado es, was again e xpected o ver areas sim ilar to

May 4 th.

    Morning satellite observations showed a lack of

cloud cover in the cold sector and a weak lower

troposp heric inversio n, allowing the syn optic scale

warm front to advance rapidly northward across the

Ozarks as the surface cyclone deepened over eastern

Kansas. D iscrete super cell thundersto rms were ag ain

expected to develop both along a pre-frontal trough

as well as along the northwest-southeast oriented

warm front.

    Re-analysis of this event shows that one key

ingredient was missing for significant tornadogene sis,

namely the ability for a warm/moist RFD to develop.

Almost full insolation in the warm sector allowed

temperatu res to warm  well into the 80 s, resulting in

dewpoint depressions on the order of 16 to 20F.

Table 2  depicts the re sults of a subjec tive analysis

performed on the 18Z KSG F thermodynamic sounding

and hodograph, as modified for surface conditions

realized in pre-convective inflow region.

Table 2 - KSGF Modified Sounding 05/06/2003 18Z

100mb MLCAPE 3400 J/kg

100mb M LCIN 30 J/kg

BL-3km CAPE 70 J/kg

Dewpoint

Depressions

16-20 F

LCL Height 4700 ft.

LFC Height 5000 ft.

0-1km SRH 70 m2s-2

0-3km SRH 220 m2s-2

Effective Shear 260 de grees @  77 kts

Result Several br ief F0-F1 to rnadoes c ausing only

minor damage along intersection of gust fronts. Very

large hail and damaging wind gusts accompanied the

initial supercells over western Missouri and  southeast

Kansas.

     Discrete sup ercell thunde rstorms de veloped  rapidly

along the pre-frontal trough during the afternoon on May

6 th, producing very large hail and d amaging winds.

Howev er, these storm s quickly transition ed into multi-

cellular convection. It is hypothesized that the dry low

level ambient air allowed for cold pool dominance,

preventing buoyant RFDs from forming. As these storms

quickly advected away from their source region (the pre-

frontal trough ), any bound ary enhance d low level he licity

was also rem oved. It sho uld be no ted that severa l brief,

weak tornadoes did develop where deep convection

intersected gust fronts from other storms.

    A large discrete supercell thunderstorm also developed

just north of the retreating warm front over central

Missouri, and appeared to have the best potential for

significant tornadogenesis. However, surface

observations showed that this storm was embedded

within the cold air north of the warm front and was

elevated above the boundary layer. The RFD associated

with this cell was clearly not positively buoyant and

strong low level helicity was not being ingested into the

elevated updraft. In the case of the latter supercell, the

pre-existing warm front was aligned nearly parallel to the

deep layer  shear vecto r. This storm  quickly evolv ed into



strong bow segment that produced significant wind

damage in the NWS St Louis forecast area.

4.3 May 10, 2003

     The morning of May 10th again delivered a

forecast of explosive supercell development and

strong to violent tornadoes o ver the Missouri Oz arks,

capping an incredible week of widespread significant

severe wea ther. During  the morning , a northwest-

southeast boundary extended from a triple point near

Kansas C ity to just south of S t Louis, M issouri. This

synoptic scale  warm front ha s been reinfo rced by a

nocturnal severe M CS that had mov ed across

northern M issouri during  the early mor ning hours. 

     Meanwhile, a strong elevated mixed layer had

infiltrated the warm sector airmass present over much

of the Missouri Ozarks, and continued to strengthen

during the day, with 820mb temperatures of 16-17C

noted on the 18Z KSGF sounding, resulting in 120

J/kg of mean boundary layer CIN. The airmass below

the capping inversion was m oist with steep lapse

rates, allowing fo r widespre ad strato-cum ulus to

develop over the warm sector, allowing only weak

insolation to occur. Mixing underneath the 820mb

inversion also allowed low level flow to veer

significant during  the day into the so uth-southwest.

The airmass expected to be over the Missouri Ozarks

that afternoon, had shifted into northeast Missouri

and western Illinois, where strongly backed flow and

strong surface heating were occurring in advance of

the synoptic sc ale warm fro nt. The initially stab le

boundary layer in the wake of the MCS, and much

cooler m id level temp eratures, actua lly aided in

airmass destabilization  in that region as strong

surface heating occurred in the absence of cloud

cover.

    Partial clearing occurred ov er far southwest

Missouri during the early afternoon, aiding in the

development of scattered thunderstorms along an

advancing cold front. Meanwhile, rapid and explosive

initiation was oc curring north  of the NW S Springfield

forecast area along the triple point where strong

insolation was occurring. A few reports of minor

wind damage were received with the initial storms

over south west Misso uri, howeve r large hail up to

golf ball size was the primary severe weather threat as

these storms m oved ea st.

   Re-analysis of this event clearly shows that

significant severe convection was unlikely within the

NW S Springfield  forecast area , especially with

respect to tornadic potential.  Although CAPE and

deep layer shear profiles over the Missouri Ozarks

(Table 3) were supportive of supercells, the boundary

layer airmass in th e warm sec tor was not p ositively

buoyant and therefore was not ingested into the storm

updrafts. As a result, thunderstorms quickly became

elevated as they advected away from their source region

(cold front) , resulting in scattere d elevated  supercells

which pro duced o nly large hail.

   In this case, low dewpoint depressions and low LCL

heights (which were 2400 feet) were misleading without

other information, as they merely identified the layer at

which at which strato-cumulus readily developed.

Satellite imagery and surface observations show that the

supercells which moved across southern Missouri were

based at around 9000 feet and much more benign

appearance than the significant tornado producers over

northeast M issouri and w estern Illinois. 

Table 3 - KSGF Modified Sounding 05/10/2003 18Z

100mb MLCAPE 1900 J/kg

100mb M LCIN 120 J/kg

BL-3km CAPE 0 J/kg

Dewpoint Depressions 4-5F

LCL Height 2400 ft.

LFC Height 9000 ft.

0-1km SRH 130 m2s-2

0-3km SRH 140 m2s-2

Effective Shear (3-10km) 264 de grees @  54 kts

Result: Some m inor wind d amage ea rly, but mainly

large hail up to  1.75" w ith elevated sup ercells

5.  SUMMARY   

     Results from VORTEX , together with previous

research, ha ve led Pa ul Marko wski and co llaborator s to

hypothesize that 3 key ingredients are necessary for

genesis of significant tornadoes (F0-F1 lasting more than

5 minutes and all F2 or greater):  a persistent, rotating

updraft;  enhanced storm-relative helicity;  and the

development of a relatively warm and moist rear flank

downdraft.  The WSR-88D is an effective tool for

detection o f persistent, rotating  updrafts, ho wever bo th

enhanced storm-relative helicity and relative buoyancy of

the RFD are not observable using current observational

systems.  Fortunately for operational forecasters, AWIPS

makes it possible to infer these quantities through

observations of related features.  Existence of enhanced

storm-relative h elicity can be infer red  near m esoscale

boundaries, and existence of a relatively buoyant RFD



can be inferred through observations of low dewpoint

depressions, low LFC height and low level CAPE.

    While tornado forecasting is still far from

deterministic, re-analysis of the May 6, 2003 and

May 10, 2003 cases indicates strong signals were

present that would have allowed forecasters to make

adjustmen ts to pre-storm  outlooks, fo recasts, poss ibly

warning decisions regarding the potential for

significant tornadoes.

6.  FUTURE WORK/RECOMMENDATIONS

  The AW IPS Warning Event Simulator (WE S) is the

architecture through which NWS forecasters can re-

analyze past events using data archived by AWIPS.

The auth ors of this pap er are very m uch interested  in

adding several newly constructed parameters

developed by the Storm Prediction Center to AWIPS

and the WES. The integration of objectively analyzed

composite parameters such as effective bulk shear

(Thom pson, et. al 20 04c), the S upercell C ompos ite

Index (SCI) and the Significant Tornado Parameter

(STP) may allow operational meteorologists even

greater confidence in discriminating those event

where significan t tornadog enesis is more  likely to

occur (Thompson, et. al 2004a).

    It can be reaso nably conc luded that ac curate

assessment o f near-storm en vironmen t is heavily

weighted by the availability of near real-time

observatio ns on the me so-beta sca le. The spa rse data

network over the N WS Sp ringfield, MO forecast

areas continues to be a significant hindrance to our

research and ultimately, real-time operational use of

our findings. Presently, only five automated

ASOS /AWO S stations and  one part time  military site

cover the Missou ri Ozarks and extrem e southeast

Kansas, re sulting in many larg e data void  regions in

an area of varying terrain and resulting boundary

layer  thermo dynamics. In  order to a ddress this d eficit

and the asso ciated challe nges with mes oscale

forecasting, a data acquisition project initiated by the

author has been underway since early July. With the

assistance of Missouri Department of Transportation,

local emergency management and local citizens, over

a dozen real-time surface observation systems have

been ad ded acro ss the area with m ore on the w ay. It is

encourag ed that NW SFOs us e available m eans to

improve  the spatial and  tempora l resolution of the ir

observation networks to greatly enhance the real-time

analysis and numerical modeling of severe local

storms, potentially resulting in much improved

warning de cisions. 
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